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The Golden Pencil 

A Revolutionary Discovery 

 

  In a cave in Greenland, the date September 7, 2012, archaeologists Bethany 

Davidson and Joseph McCallis and led a team of explorers through the dark gray 

caverns and tunnels of a cave. The ceiling of the cave dripped icy water, and puddles 

surrounded the explorers. After about an hour of walking down the chilled halls, they 

all came to a large golden space in the cave. There was a golden waterfall running 

down a wall, filled with jewels and nuggets of gold. Beth and Joe told the explorers to 

continue, hoping to find even more. As they did just that all of the explorers grabbed 

as much gold and jewelry as they could and then made their way to a stream in the 

middle of the cave. They only had to trek over the stream for just a few minutes 

before they found the legendary golden pencil. 

 

- The team came to a large golden hole in the cave. 

Beth’s group was bustling with excitement as she showed everyone the pencil. 

Inscribed on it was ancient Viking writing: 

“ The person who has found this pencill must give it to someone Else within a day; if they 

don’t they will lose it, thus the history in this pencil will be lost[e]. Behold, behind this pencill 

is a scroll telling the story of the pencill. ψ ” 
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  So Joseph, Beth and the explorers took the pencil and scroll and ventured quickly to 

London, England, UK, to send the pencil to a lab some trustworthy colleagues 

worked at. Here’s the discovered story of the pencil: 

  Henrick was a boy living in a castle in present day Greenland. His father was the 

Lord of Ymer  Øer. He loved his mother dearly, and she made him very happy. But 

one day, enemies from up attacked the castle and took Henrick’s mother away. (The 

lab workers think the enemies were dwarves, but aren’t sure.) Of course, Henrick was 

very sad, and wanted revenge on the dwarves. So one night, he took his horse 

Benjamin and rode it up through the mountains to what is now today probably 

Ellesmere Island, an island in Canada. Here he bravely fought the dwarves, and 

rescued his mother from being held prisoner by the enemies. For his brave fighting, 

Odin, the Norse god of war, gave Henrick a golden pencil, which introduced the 

pencil to all of Europe. 

 

Business 

Hogg Press is open! Hogg Press President Jon is currently 

focusing on making books and magazines for the Hogg Library, 

but he also has released and opened an official Hogg Press 

website! It is located at 

hoggpress.weebly.com 

The website mostly features Hogg Press’ free and fun 

computer games, and tells news about Hogg Press products. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hoggpress.weebly.com/
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Thank you for taking a look at this magazine. 

We hope you enjoyed it. 

A new magazine is released seasonally. 

 

Sources for Main Article: ancienthistory.about.com, Wikipedia.com and Wikipedia.com 

sources, pencil.com, golden_pencil/project.com, maps.google.com (Google Maps) 


